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 ABOUT ORGANIZER

To support young people and their development;
To support education at local, national and international level;
To include the young people and vulnerable groups in social  
 life;
To organize activities promoting youth development and self-
manifestation;
To encourage entrepreneurship at local, national and
international level;
To reinforce enthusiastic youngsters by giving they chance to
learn more and meet new people;
To improve healthy lifestyle and make popularize the way of
education for the better future;
To increase level of active citizenship of young people and
their motivation;
 Help Immigrants to integrate;

 FreeMinds in Action is a non-governmental, non-profit
organization established and working in Italy. Between the main
objectives of organization is to raise awareness among Italian
youth and civil society. The importance of organization for the local
community is that it gives to young people a space to socialize, to
share their creative ideas, to develop personally, to become more
self-confident and to promote self-manifestation. All the projects
and activities held by FreeMinds give the youth people a chance to
increase their leadership skills, knowledge, to generate confidence
and to enhance active citizenship. These young people are actively
involved in every stage of projects because the organization works
with and for youth.
Aims of FreeMinds in Action are:



ABOUT THE PROJECT
Our project intends to put together participants from 6 countries
which will work together in order to understand better the
prejudices and stereotypes in their communities and learn to
overcome them. By having as participants youngsters with a
different background a safe learning environment will be created
and a unique opportunity for everyone to share ideas and learn
from others experience in order to see which is the best way to
fight exclusion. The youth exchange promotes active participation
of young people, because the proposed methodology is based on
the principles of non-formal education. The participants will learn
how to present their culture, how to meet, accept, share their
respect towards other cultures and characters, to show an interest
in cooperation and communication with young people from other
European countries

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
make participants aware about their personal and cultural
identity;
make participants recognize prejudice and all forms of
discrimination;
develop empathy, critical thinking and communication skills;
create an inclusive environment for participants;
develop actions which deal with discrimination;
to enable the participants to use theatre as a tool for
education, communication and affirmation
to increased self-empowerment and self-esteem of the
youngsters



PROFILE OF PARTICIPANTS
7 participants + 1 Youth Leader per country

Sdruzhenie Mozaika

Participants: between 18-30 years old, interested in promotes
active participation of young people (please give priority to
youngsters who haven’t participated before in Erasmus+
projects). 
Youth Leaders: 18 + (no age limit) experienced in EU projects
and preferably have skills concerning non-formal education
(methods & tools)
Keep a gender balance among participants. 

METHODOLOGY 
 All the working methods will be based on the methods of non-

formal education (team building activities, role-playing,
simulation, group work, audiovisual methods, peer to peer
learning, discussions, presentations).

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS 

SLOVAKIA YOUTHFULLY YOURS SK

ITALY FreeMinds in Action

GERMANY IYDA e.V

ROMANIA GEYC

SPAIN ABARKA ONG

BULGARIA



VENUE
Agrigento - Italy 

 
 

The Youth Exchange will take place in Agrigento, Italy. 
The facilities are suitable to host our project in good conditions.
The activity room is new and well equipped and all meals will be
adaptable to the participants’ dietary needs. 

The Youth Exchange venue it's hotel tre torri
(https://www.hoteltretorri.eu) 

address : viale Cannatello n. 7 Villaggio Mosè (Agrigento)



How to get to the venue
 

CATANIA 

PALERMO

(number 2) http://www.trasportiurbaniagrigento.it/linea-2.php
(number 2/) http://www.trasportiurbaniagrigento.it/linea-2-.php

There are many possibilities how to come to Agrigento (Sicily).
The most common places where to land are : Catania and Palermo.

From CATANIA airport you can easily take direct bus to AGRIGENTO
(departs every 40/60 minutes), details described here: www.saistrasporti.it
The journey takes from 2h30 to 3h.

From PALERMO airport are different options:
1. direct bus to AGRIGENTO but only 4 buses depart per day, 
at: 10:00-12:30-16:30-20:30
more info here: https://www.autolineesal.it/PuntaRi.html
2. from airport you can take train or bus until central train station of Palermo
and then train or bus to AGRIGENTO. (departs every 60 minutes). 
details described here:  http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en  
and http://www.cuffaro.info

From Agrigento to hotel
Bus coming from airport stop in Agrigento (Piazzale Rosselli) and in the same
place you can take other bus ( number 2 or number 2/ ) that goes directly to
venue ( Villaggio Mosè ) For any help, you are free to ask driver to show you
our hotel. The bus ticket costs 1,20 Euro. You can buy it from a ticket office on
the bus station (piazzale Rosselli). Here you can find the bus schedule:

For those who arrive late in Agrigento bus station (after 21:00) and can't catch
the bus to hotel (only if they had late fly), they should let us know an
approximate arrival time and we will provide the pickup.



Travel, finances and health
insurance 

 
 
 

The project is funded by Erasmus+ Programme, allowing us to
cover the transportation, accommodation and meals for the
selected participants. 
It is mandatory to have a health insurance valid in Italy during
the period of stay, inclusive of accidents, emergencies,
repatriation and civil responsibility. The European Health Card
is also accepted.
The health insurance cost is not subject to refund. It will be
required for upload on the registration form if selected. 
The reimbursement of travel costs can take up to 3 months (as
soon as the transfer of the remaining project budget is made by
the National Agency). It is also conditioned with: 
Only the travel costs that have been approved prior to booking.
Hence, always consult us before booking any ticket. 
Active participation, and dissemination actions completed
(sharing about the experience post-exchange) 
The participants are invited to use the cheapest means of
transportation. It is only allowed to travel with cabin luggage
(When travelling with Ryanair or Wizzair, priority boarding is
allowed). 
It is possible to arrive and stay a maximum of 2 days before
and/or after the youth exchange at the participants’ own
expense and responsibility given that the travel prices are not
higher to those of the set dates. 
Booking flight tickets directly from the airline websites is
recommended. Flight tickets should always be accompanied
with the boarding passes, when requesting the travel
reimbursement. 
For eco-friendliness, please proceed to buy all your tickets
online and check-in online whenever possible, this will also
avoid you having to send original by post delivery.



COVID-19 measures 
 
 
 
 

All the information about the COVID measures up to date
applied in Italy can be found here. However, we will make sure
to inform you if there are any new updates. The youth
exchange is only permitted for participants with a valid health
pass. 
The participant also needs to fully respect the health protocol
imposed by the authorities at the and the safety measures that
apply to group events. These safety measures will be
introduced on arrival at the venue. 
The cost of COVID19 testing, if needed, is not subject to
reimbursement.

https://www.viaggiaresicuri.it/


Contact 
freeminds.europe@gmail.com


